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SIMPLIFIED PILOT USAGE OF LF/VLF
SYSTEM OF NAVIGATION USING
"BROADCAST CONTROL" CONCEPTS
INTRODUCTION
Some momentum toward the use of LF/VLF techniques for
aircraft navigation and traffic control is now evident. The recent
(NQv.9-11? 1971) Omega Conference (Reference 9) held by the Institute
of Navigation (ION) in Washington? D.C.? saw some 400 experts assemble
and present papers on nearly every aspect of the Omega system. Three
significant LF/VLF aviation possibilities exist: (1) use of Worldwide
(WW) Omega; (2) use of an "Omega-like" system optimized for aviation
use i:1 the 48 contiguous states; (3) a "mix" use of (a) WW Omega
and VOR? (b) U.. S. Omega and VOR? and (c) U.S./WW Omega. Fortunately
at very low cost these possibilities can all be tested with the current
plans for \.lW Omega.
W Omega is an 8-station complex that serves the air and
surface regions of the entire world with at least three Lines Of
Position (LOP's) everywhere. By using three frequencies the diurnal
and other LOP shifts are greatly reduced by heterodyne methods~ such
as itCo:mposite" Omega, extensively tested by J. A. Pierce of Harvard
University. The technical papers from the conference and hundreds
of previous publications suggest that the Low Frequency navigation
has a great deal to offer aviation users.
navigation
It was reported that Russia has introduced an LF/system of
its own operating near the 10.2 and 13.6 kHz frequencies of Omega
(Reference 1). A previous study (References 2 and 3) has suggested
a similar move by the United States of America wherein the 48 contig-
uous states would be served by a 4-station net (or "chain")? giving
several improvements over WW Omega--primarily cost reductions and
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freedom of international political changes since only 2 of the 8
Omega stations are on U.S. soil (North Dakota and Hawaii). However~
it was reported by the U.S. Coast Guard (and other national autho-
rities) that Omega would be fully operational with greatly improved,
netl~ high-powered stations by early in 1974. The detailed pictures
showing the construction status of the Japanese station added consid-
erable credibility to this schedule.
Because of other trends (reference 12)~ general aviation
Eay be the first large aviation user of 'l.tJ\.! Omega signals. The possi-
bility of a supplemental VLF system for the United States does not
imply that ~J ~~ega will not be adequate~ but that for many reasons
this useful experience will undoubtedly lead to a U.S. national LF~VLF
system such as the Russian reports indicate became desirable to cover
several unequipped parts of the nation and to optimize signal levels?
etc. The Canadians are also very interested in such ideas as only
the most southerly portion of Canada has VORTAC airways. The majority
of Canadian airspace is too thinly populated with air traffic to
\l&I'rant a:n:y expansion. Because VORTAC is too costly for large regions
of coverage? such as~ say, an area 2,000 by 3,000 miles, aviation's
hope Eust rest with these techniques of LF/VLF navigation and traffic
control.
WORLDWIDE VS LOCALIZED OMEGA
Currently so much attention is focused on the enthusiasm
for the worldwide use of Omega as the first radio and only navigation
systen to be readily available anyvlhere. Often the problems associated
with this global use are carried to general aviation, and many suggest
Omega receiving techniques and navigation techniques will be too
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co~)licated for the general aviation pilot~ adding too much workload~
control settings~ etc. This need not be so with good design of a
lo~-cost general aviation receiver. Since the pilot workload using
VLF navigation applied to general aviation is of concern to many pri-
vate and government "authorities~ it needs some examination.
We will start with the simplest use~ only in the US/NAB
system~ and only use, by general aviation. Here we deal primarily
with the single engine~ light plane owner~ who operates over short
distances and into remote fields; his aircraft is not pressurized so
it is operated below~ s~~ about 10~000 feet. The only fair measure
of pilot \'lOrkload to be made is by the comparison of LFjVI;F usage
with the usage of existing VORTAC system.
'0; 1 r-'-
d' ,1.-_VU",
The goal is to provide the same equivalence of data to the
With VORTAC we deal with many separate systems that have char-
acteristic V:iF limitations. For example~ at critical low altitudes
of interest to general aViation~ the line-of-sight coverage of VORTAC
is ~bout 10 to 50 N. miles. This service area depends upon intervening
tarr&in? ~lhich in m~ instances limits the low altitude coverage to
consia.era'bly less. \rlith trends of "keep them high" (Reference 10) in
Fl~ terminal areas~ the airlines tend to stay about 4~000 to 5?000
feet~ leaving general aviation be~ieen about 1,000 and 3~000 feet--
a current trend toward vertical segregation.
It seems equitable to both systems if we now compare the
use of Omega or LF/VLF navigation to VORTAC on the basis of, say? a
100 by 100 mile square. A fair assessment can then be made of a gen-
eral ~viation pilot's workload? and other problems that may be related.
To begin 'VTith~ both systems are "differential" in their use
by the general aviation pilot operating the light single aircraft.
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"Differential" means that he must tune to locally referenced navigational
signals to obtain enough information to use the coordinates. If it
is a case of VOR-only usage~ the pilot must know approximately where
he is located first in order to tune to the right VHF channel as most
of the nation's VOR signals will be beyond his immediate line-of-sight.
Once he tunes the VOR station "in" by assuming its approximate location
in its selection using the radio frequency as the "station-identifier~"
he Bust assure himself that the channel selector or his operation of
the dials did not select the wrong channel or the wrong VOR station.
Occasio~ally channels may even be shifted by the FAA. This assurance
of the local reference is accomplished by listening to the audio out-
~ut of the VOR (be it a voice or Morse code). The identity of the VOR
is tnen established~ and the chart establishes the expected VOR diffe-
rential signal.
Next our subject pilot (using the VOR-only system) must
select or measure the radial he is actually on by turning the course
selector knob. When the course deviation indicator (CDI) needle
passes through zero on the analog, right/left deviation indicator»
the course (or its reciprocal) is then evident. A "to-from ll indica-
tio~ resolving direct or reciprocal bearings must be observed by the
pilot before he can bracket and fly the radial. He may desire another
radial rather than the one he is on» so must select this also.
Not knowing his exact distance from the VOR (without DME),
he must nou obtain some "cross-fixing" data~ such as tuning to another
VOR station to obtain an approximation of his location on the VOR-
radial-LOP emanating from the ground position of the selected VOR
station. With these several manual operations by the pilot while
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in flight~ and while continuously referencing the OBI and CDI to a
chart~ it is then possible to fly along the radial to or from the
station~ toward some destination. Destinations are seldom VOR stations~
so varying the selected radial when passing over the station is common-
place.
If the destination is near the signal limits of the first
VOR? it will then be necessary to select another VOR station going
through most of the same procedures (cockpit workload) as noted above.
To proceed requires continuous selection of various factors as the
VOR LOpis are traversed. It is likely that the two radials from the
t";:Jo ad~ acent VOR stations that vmuld align themselves to make a con-
tinuous path indication (CDI at zero) will not align smoothly with
one another? since VOR errors of 3 to 4 degrees are common. If one
station emits its radial in error in one direction (+ plus 3 0 ) and the
other station has an error in the opposite direction (- minus 3°)~ then
the indicated spatial track could shift by as much as 3 to 4 miles
(say 40 miles from one station and 30 miles from the other). This is
disconcerting to the pilot and emphasizes the discontinuous nature of
VOR signals and the difficulty of using them in a single-pilot~ single-
engine aircraft where all the cockpit workload is concentrated on a
single person rather than shared as in most airline operations.
With no basic master plan for VOR stations that is easily
remembered by a pilot and no plan that relates either to adjacent fre-
quencies or adjacent station locations, the pilot must be continuously
referring to VOR charts to proceed. This is to note that the many
hundreds of VOR stations are not ~aid out or aligned on any basic
ltgrid-plan~II as? for example~ a rectangular grid plan with a VOR at
each crossing of the grid.
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Nor are the radio cha~~~els arranged so that consecutive
stations have consecutive frequencies. Random processes seem to have
been e~ployed in the configuration of the nation's VOR system.
ConseQuently~ the pilot must fly a series of VOR legs (or radials)
~hat va2der in the general direction of his destination but may vary
in ~eading by tens of degrees from one VOR radial to the next VOR
ra~ial because of the local terrain~ ainJay restrictions~ etco~ but
mostly bec&use of the random siting of VOR stations and the inability
of the pilot to use some simple mental processes or rules for prevent-
ing this high \"lorkload. VOR and VORTAC are most complex systems to
use and create many pilot restraints. The VOR or VORTAC cockpit
vorkload is UI.L~ecessarily high.
The addition of DME to VOR helps in some respects but com-
plicates the combined use in other respects~ since the DME signals
~ust ~lso be identified~ and the pilot must assure himself that the
DJ:LE is fror:l. the same origin as the VOR. Fortunately ~ IIcross-
cbannE.lization ll tie the two togethero DME coverage is not al'li:ays
consistent vith VOR coverage 9 depending upon the location~ terrain 9
specific airborne unit s 9 VHF and L-band aircraft antenna placement ~
etco Vertical lobes of the ground station are the largest contributor
to t~e :ack of coincident VOR-DME coverage. L-band has 10 times as
~any deep nulls as VOR in a given vertical angle 9 etc. Thus 9 when
both are essentia1 9 the coverage may not overlap. If now the costly
Nav (R-Nav) computer is added 9 we further burden the pilot with
al: :the foregoing workload of VOR-DME usage, but he now must determine
and set in his r1way-pointsll (USUally t\"lO of them) and fly an "RNAV II
air1:Jay rather than a radial airway. The advantage of R-NAV is that
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at IG&st t~e origin-destination of the flight plan can be insertede
Such a flight might utilize~ say? 3 to 4 VOR radials in 3 to 4 diffe-
rent directions to approximate it? but can now be approximated with
a strc..ight line eliminating the "dog-legs" created by VOR-only type
of track flying. The pilo~G must? h01;lever~ continue to change stations
and ~aypoints? since each VOR creates a new set of w~oints that must
be set in even though the spatial track itself is straight. Tbus? less
dist8l1ce is flmm? and better ATC procedures accrue? but R-NAV-VORTAC
~orklo~d is still high for our single pilot? general aviation aircrafte
Doreover~ the line-of-sight VHF-UHF coverage may now suffer
at lONer altitudes since the ai~~ay is not to and over the station.
Say tbe R-NAV track is 30 miles to the side of the station (closest
tangency is 30 ~iles)~ this places the aircraft at the maximum line-
of-sight distance from the VORTAC station sooner than if only a radial
uere floNne Consequently~ more station selections? station identifi-
cations? more setting of waypoints is added workoad. VORTAC - R-NAV,
although adding some ATC and direct routing advantages~ does add con-
siderable Norkload to the single pilot flying a light aircraft.
CO:r1PJLRING VORTAC AND VLFILF PILOT wORKLOAD
irlith the LF navigational coordinates of an IIOmega-like II
system? there is first no radio channel selection required since the
coordinates are
e~tire nationsl only a single permane~t setting for carrier frequen-
cies. All three LF frequencies are used continuously and have equal
throughout the United States
coverage/without vertical lobing or "cones of silence." The LF airway
charts must still be referred to? just as in the VOR case? and the
pilot ~ust initially have an approximate idea of where he is (within
about 72 NM) to set in other data.
The availability of tnis ~ocation is more likely in the
case of LF than VOR since even on the surface the pilot can obtain
a positional measurement onULF~ something usually impossible with VOR.
The VOR signal~ if from an off airport station~ is too weak, or if
from a VOR on the airport~ the signal may be contaminated by hangar
reflections. LF coordinates on a runway are as useful to the ?ilot
as at 2,000 feet above the runway, there usually being little change~
in sig::J.c:.1 characteristic of VLF navigation. Next~ the local f1diffe-
rentic:.l ll setting is obtained 'lrJ'ith the same voice transmission that
the pilot must make to obtain the local barometric pressure setting.
Barometric data is essential to either VOR or \/LF navigation during
IFR flight~ so the "differential-Omegall data is added to an existing
ne~lo~~ of data transmission to the pilot. This replaces perhaps
the wo~kload of station identity. The pilot may forgo the differential
/~F date:. as he cail·.achieve the:.. same results or flzeroingll out diurnal
effects while on the ground prior to takeoff.
The oblique-parallel nature of the Omega coordinates should
provide the greatest step toward simplification of pilot workload.
TL8 pilot can easily envision his current position in VLF coordinates
because the mental effort is much less. Also more easily detected in
Omege:. coordinates is the position of his destination~ and how he can
get there. Contiguous parallel lines are much simpler than radials
from randc~ points. Essentially~ parallelograms or rectangles are
Iiluch e&sier IIgraphicsll to envision and to manipulate by the pilot than
r~domly located spherical coordinate systems of VORTAC.
Tnus~ the pilot now selects his coordinate positions since
he has in Omega~ by reception onl~~ the equivalence of both VOR-DME.
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T~at is to say, he has a full set of crossing LOP's eve~!here, with
the single selection of the Omega channel for the entire nation--not
l~OOO stations with 1,000 locations and 1,000 frequency allocations.
The differential input of Omega may simply come by the pilot I s
reception of Omega tlhile on the ground, and his insertion of the
destination coordinates; or from several local differential signal
sources while in flight. ATe may also provide this data since the
controllervs view of the SSR target and its identity can be conveyed
in Omega coordinates to a pilot. Such an input is good for about an
~ouro Several self-correcting differential techniques will probably
be used by the pilots~ inclUding voice from VOR sites and the use of
VO~ and Omega~ one checking or extending the other. The differential
data :'s :.:._ terms of one LOP (sayan E-W one), and the other LOP (the
second LOP) is a N-S one. He notes the two LOP's which cross at his
destination. By inserting these destination LOP's~ the pilot can
takeoff and fly on a straight line to this new location.
If the FAA has specified Omega airways or lanes ~ he can
folloi.! them .directly. They need not be "raw il Omega lanes since
neither of the two crossing LOP's may go in the desired direction.
T:ie computation of rectilinear or "oblique-parallel" LOP's is tbe
simplest of navigational comPutation.
Importantly, there is no altitude correction needed for
the use of VLF navigation. Individual station elevation is of no
conse~uence as it is in VORTAC R-NAV. The latter difficulty of VORTAC
can be envisioned if a station is~ for example~ at sea level and the
pilot flies an off-set ai~!ay of about 2 miles tangency at lO~OOO feet.
The actual slant range at the point of taneiency is about 1.4 times
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the desired off-set tangency distance~ causing the aircraft to fly
a curved track~ curving in and then away from the .station near the
point of t~gency. Similar problems exist between adjacent VOR sites
particularly vhere widely differing elevations exist and high altitude
flight is desired. The spherical coordinates of the two VORTAC sta-
tions must be ofl-set by the t~~ee elevation values: (1) aircraft~
(2) VOR-A~ and (3) VOR-B.
IJ~~E ~~BIGUITIES
The complaints about lane ambiguities are always raised by
the critics of Omega. With the use of the two VLF frequencies~ the
ambib~ities are about 24 miles apart (10.2 and 1,.6 kHz create a ,.4
~tilz he~erodYne} If the third frequency (11.,3 kHz) is used~ the
&mbig~ity is reduced to 72 miles~ yet with little additional cost.
(408 kHz)
.A COIlilon ~ultiplier frequency/exists for all three tones permitting
simple d&ta processing. The fact is that lane ambiguity of Olliega
is a :problem of equal importance to the LOP ambiguities (Ilto-.from ll )
of V02.. ; they are quite similar in operational concept~ particularly
\lhen 3 or more consecutive VORvs are considered. Neither LF nor VOR
~biguity problems are a serious operational limitation. Certainly
LO one avoids the use of VOR because of the 3 to 5 ambiguities that
~ay be encountered in. flying a track that connects a series of radials
of VOR stations. Furthermore~ the contiguous nature of Omega does
not allow a lane to be lost--something never experienced by a VOR-
trai~ed pilot~who is accustomed to loss of VOR behind,mountains and
beyond line of sight.
Recall that we are discussing the slow~ light~ general
aviation usage first. We are not discussing or analyzing pilot work-
load of a 600-knot aircraft~ flying on 2~OOO to 5~OOO mile trips
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11he~~ the speed and other matters call for a much more sophisticated
O~ega receiver display and pilot controls than we are reviewing here.
Such a study should be conducted~ however~ its results are more
obvious and its impact on ATC trends less. The successful solution
to general aviation problems viII tend to pace such developmeLts as
LF/VT."H' rather than airline usage~ ev.en though the airlines may bene-
fit equally because of their own use of LF/VLF techniques or because
the lldispersion ll of air traffic routings reduces the traffic densities
on routings (say to jetports) of greatest interest to the airlines.
VORTAC has been installed mostly for the solution of the latter prob-
lem~ uhile general aviation requires an equivalent low altitude
service to thousands of remote airports away from or below jetport
term.:"llal traffic. Remember ~ 1rIe are making a one to one comparison
of ~ega and VOR pilot usage within only a 100 X 100 mile square~
as in Figu..re 2 0 Of course~' the ease of transition to adjacent
100 X 100 mile squares of airspace is equally significant. Eve~
though 1:Ie use Ilbuilding blocks II of 100 mile squares in each case ~
this is .done so that the VOR is given equal treatment on a station-
by-station basis with Omega or VLF type systems. All the coverage
at 1m-I altitudes for general aviation that is expected from VOR
tL~der favorable siting conditions is utilized. Probably in some
locations~ a 75-mile square at an altitude of l~500 feet is more
realistic~ reducing the low altitude area by almost 50 percent for
VOR. At a diagonal on the 75-mile square VOR the aircraft would
still be about 50 miles from the station (see Figure 2 ).
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COLLISIO~\! AVCTD.c~ i\TCE SYSTEMS A..l\fD VT;J NAVIG.!l.I"f1ION COORDINATES
T~e recent investigations of ~everal collision avoidance
(CAS)"
syste~s/(References4 and 5) by the Congress of the United States
e~phasizes the confusion that exists on this subjecto From some
vie~~oints there is no such thing as a true collision avoidance
system 0 CAS is probably a misnomero This popular term emnhasizes
is poorly conceivedo
a desire to avoid collisions but as a technical title of a system!
We will shortly point out that pilot track following of a universal
navigation system superior to' VORTAC is one of the best means to assure
air-tc-air separationo More important+Y9 assurance of air separation
from ground obstacles 9 such as mountains 9 power lines 9 irregular ter-
rain 9 buildings? etco 9 will reduce fatalities more th~~ air-to-air
techniques 0 Both are needed to protect each aircraft from collisions
with the surface objects or other aircrafto VLF can be. used to aid
in both cases because of its universa1 9 simple coordinates and low
altit~de signal coverageo The illusion of some breakthrough solving
the &ir collision problem is prompted by some of the admittedly spec-
tacular mid-air collisions occurring during the past 10 to 20 years
or so~ since the famous Grand Canyon case. Newspaper and magazine
picturG~ of a broken DC-8 lying in the streets of Brooklyn9 the result
of a mid-air collision with 100% fatalities 9 will not soon be forgotten.
Scientific and engineering attacks on preventive means for
vehicles in motion to avoid collisions has long been sought in both
Earine and air navigation.
The United States' preoccupation with several sophisticated
t'CAS Il 8<2.uipments is reviewed by a European expert in a recent journal
(Refere~ce 6). His views may be more objective as a controversy over
technicu6s ~as arisen in the United States (Re=e~8nces 4 and ll)o
This a-c:..tho:rity notes the rJscientifically frustratL.1.g li situation in
avi2tion that has developed~ and he relates them to si~ilar frustra-
tions in the marine worldo The follm-ling summarizes from this informa-
tive yaper on air-to-air collisions:
Ao No matter how early the threat (air-to-air) is detected~ the
angle ~~d range data is so limited it is impossible for the
pilot to make a successful contribution to avoiding a collision
by us~ng information derived from range~ relative velocity~ and
bea:ring angle ~
Bo Using T~e and elevation (~d their first der~vatives) for a
vc:rtical maneuver within the existing ATC limits for vertica:
s2?aration requires altimeter accuracies well outside the F_tA
st~~daTds (see DOT ATCAC study on accuracies of baronetric alti-
~eters~ reference 7)0
T'~~ee-sigma altimeter errors of 620 feet are estimated for
gene~&: aviation and nearly 300 feet for air transports (Refe:rence 7)0
Unless a T_.:.tional i1in-flight"altimeter calibrating system is developed~
assuring no more th~~ about 100-foot errors in terminal area operation~
any Cp~ system requiring less than the l~OOO-foot vertical separation
must first solve the altimeter error problemo Most such CAS systems
lIcommand" the pilot to execute a rapid vertical change of about 200
feet~ a value much smaller than DOT/FAA reported errors of altimeterso
All altimeters? p&rticularly general aViation~ must be consideredo
For eX&mplc? ~10 aircraft actually separat~d (vertically) by 200 feet
..
(within FP_~ tolerances) might collide as a result of the 200-foot
vertical ~0ight change commanded by the CAS indicatoro In any system
1C T)..,... ..... 1;,.. 4 ''''',...,~ n~f"l· .":....-
8n5i~eering involving possible fatal~ties~ the measurement accuracy
shoul::' e~:::ceed the operationally desired results by five to ten timeso
·:rhis i:ould suggest vertical maneuve:.cs of about l? 000 feet \10uld be
cOffimenSurate with current altimeters~ something completely unaccept-
aole ~n our national airspace system where the l~OOO-foot vertical
separation has become standardized 0
The following extracts~ quoted directly from the author's
paper~ further clarify this vieu:
1 IIFor tvlO aircraft ~ in straight line flight at constant
speed? tnat are due to miss each other by a small distance m it
c~~ ~e shovnl that ill is given~ approximately~ by either of the for-
muls.e:
or
ill ;,: (rr3 V-2)~
ill ;,: 9r2 V-I
(1)
(2)
~here r~ V and G are respectively the ra~ge? relative velocity
a~d relative bearing of the two aircrafto The practical difficulties.
of basing a collision warning system on either equation are formid-
abley If M is 1~000 ft.~ V is 500 fto/sec. (300 knots) and r is
l5~OCJ ft.~ then r is 0 0 08 ft./sec. 2 and G is about 0·002 radians/
sec. The sight line is therefore rotating just a little faster
than t:t.e minute hand of a 't'latch.. Neither a human observer nor a
radaI' scanner is likely to detect such a movement. II
2. ". oo then unless our pilot can detect a sight line rotation
c~ &~cut ~o ner second it is i~nossible for him to make a useful
co~tribution to avoiding a collision no matter how early the threat
17 Preliminary Draft
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is d.etectedo ll
II 0 • 0 tiLle-frequency system i;Ihich is based on collision
avoid&nce by vertical manoeuv~e in response to telemetered height
data from the other aircrafto Broadly~ the object is to make a
last-minute manoeuvre to miss the threat by a vertical distance of
t~8 order of 200 ft.~ so that it is possible to argue that A.ToG.
:rr..:.les are not infringed by the ma."'loeuvre. An attempt is made to
g~a~d. against the worst-case situation (assumed to be a ~g turn
cy eitter aircraft or a rate climb/descent of lO~OOO ft./min.)o
The l06~c Deasures relative r~1ge and height~ and their first deri-
vatives? for all equipped aircraft in line-of-sight~ and computes
for each the ratio of range to velocity~ or iTaui~ ••• 1I
i1Holt and Anderson8 give some account of the underlying
theory~ but it must be cautioned that there is a shortage of experi-
:c.e:.:.:.;&l evidence to justify the numerical assumptions. In particular
a.n alti~&~er could easil~ meet the present d~y FAA standards and
fall ue::'_l outside the limits assumed by Holt and Anderson. II
Preliminary D:r.:.:~·.J
5 IlIt Ca:.:l "be argued that eVG2 a moderately effective colli-
sio~ &voidance device used in this uay is well worth uhile; the
Q.uestio::.. is vihether the h8.zards due to avoidance manC8'.;:.vres in
resD~nS8 to false alarms are themselves as dangerous 8.S the sit~a-
tions bein~ avoidedo Since at a rough estimate there may well be
~100C full-scale alarms per collision t~is possi~ili~ is far from
remote 0
liThe fundamental difficulty is that in a crm'.rded terminal
area? uhere the collision ~isk is greatest~ AoTaeo is planning quite
intricate traffic patternso Even 'che considerable com;>lexity of
the CoAoSo logic cannot begin to recognize these patterns and to
m~e ~ sensible differentiation between isafe V and Vunsafe V situa-
tionso A comparable expenditur.e on electronics to aid Aa~aCo r&ther
than to set up in rivalry might shm1 much better returns 0 71
There is a growing view that the pilot should maintain a
track thatouoids other aircraft based on a centralized plan affecting
all trc:ffic for some time span into the future') say') 30 to 45 minutes
or even an houro This is part of the concept of "Broadcast ll of
"St:__:cegic ll Air Traffic Controlo Both VFR and IFR flights are
directly or indirectly controlledo Uncontrolled flightS~ wherein the
flies any path he
pilot;. :~(rsi:ces are rapidly becom:L."'lg a 'cbing of the pasto A collision
avoidance ~ystem will do little more than they have done in the marine
world "unless all traffic moves in some form of specified aiEpaceo
For eXe2~le~ nearly all ships have radars of one form or another')
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hO'iIGVor? t:1.a DarinG collision ::-ate has been so bad \'li-ch radars
oparatiIl3 t:'::1s.t studies on "Radar-ass is'ced" collisions have been
~dertcl{en~ With much longer marine uarning times 9 etc~? there is
yet to b8 found any universally accepted means of marine collision
avoiQ&nce except by some form of central control? such as shore-based
If a uniformly spaced set of universally available coordi-
nates Gxist 9 such as LF/VLF coordinates (like Omega)9 it is likely
that t~e aviation collision avoidance problem would be solved by
~~ch simpler neans than now proposed in independent CAS systems o
The ~resent ~availability of this uniform? lON-cost 9 universally
available set of coordinates is probably the basic cause for air
collisionso The so-called va'R "see and be seen" concepts of free
by aircraft must become a thing of the past as aviation ~x-
:Q3.llds.. Another analogy is roads and highvlayS.. Just as roads li organ-
iZcd!l s-..lrface traffic movements from random cross-field tracks thou-
destinations .
s~cs of years ago, a similar 'air trac~'to specific desired/at all
altit'..:.des ~ust nov! be provided aviation.. Simply put, ti.:!O motorists
appro&chin6 each other at high speed on a road cannot avoid each
other based on their observations of the angle or range data (or
their derivatives) as the values are too small to be useful in time
to avoid an auto collision (as the reference above clearly states).
~he driver of an automobile knows from common traffic rules that he
,;;;;m;.;.u~s~-c:.-__:~.;;..-a.:;.;:Y~ on his lane and be centered on it 9 thus occupying only
of the road and? thus? he will avoid collisions with all the
other oncoming vehicles.
Lane assignment and use by every participant 9 conforming to
universal rules 9 requires a common means of forming tracks at low
T" 1· "'! T'
cost for a:"2. parties to comply" This is 8.l1.otl:.e:: facet of "Br-cadc8..s-c
Contro::"" it Aviation must ultiL:l.ately a<io~t this concept, but tl'lG con-
CGl)"C :r~ClU::'::'3S a navigation and guidance system that ,.,ill alJ..O\·r contin-
to be specified by authorities
uo:.::.s ii:coacis II/in any directio:l~ o...."'1ywbere? and at any alt;i tude before
tne co~cept C~"'1 be adoptedo Rs..dar surveillance is not the entirety
of ATG" Navigation coordinates must co~e forth that determine all ATC
pToced~es" VORTAC with its many deficiencies of interrupted service?
at lou alt::..tc:.d.es? high pilot l;lOrkload, end poor IIgeometrics" consisting
of a t~ousand randomly located? separate, spherical coordinate systems
not related in any manner simply wonit permit new concepts of Broadcast
ControJ.. to evolveo
Tlr..1s ~ one Vie'ltl is that to avoid collision""" bet\:Jeen aircraft?
CAS
ue co :'lot need a nelV' independent/system that might result in "radar
assist·;:d. II collisions? but to go to the heart of the proble2 and pro-
vide ~iv8:csal? simple lanes and assigned air tracks that assure
posit:':'<;·& separation under all conditions of VFR or IFR and avoidiI'l..g the
IlS88 a=:d. be seen" concept (almost COEdleteJy) in ATC rules"
CDXCE?J:lS O-g ll:PROXIMITY CONTROL II OR AIR-TO-AIR SEPL"R.ATION TECHNIQUES
The ?revious discussion is Lot to suggest that all problems
~e sclvec. if independent tracks are yrovided in three dimensions"
J~st &S i~ rear end and intersection collisions between automobiles?
-cl1.e cO:''.LJ.on track separation crj_-~-eria must also be established" That
is to se::!? many aircraft will use a common track that ma:y be contig-
uous (uithout frequency change) for short or long distances? even
U? to 3 9 000 miles across the nationo Such a grid of tracks exist
on a common track
ever~lnereo The problem identified here is that two aircraft/at
different velocities ma:y close the spacings between each other so
that sep&ration criteria are violated~ simply because the 2ircraft
ca~~ct sea or measure this separation between themselves, or perhaps
bec&:::..sa centralized ground. __'~C is lacking for or-e of several reasons ~
technical or adminlstrativeo The ce~tralized ground ATC? with the
t"r.-r2:e "jil::'ions of dollars of SSR investn:ezl"c ~ 'I.-Jill not change 8ub-
st~'1.-c:"d.ly for at least 10 to 20 yearso Ho:-rever 9 SSR (for g:c'ound
s~·v6:"11ance and ATC) operating at a frequency of 1 9 000 rffiz does
s~ff2::c' fr03 coverage gapso In dense traffic areas the SSR coverage
is e:.:tensiv0~ 'tV'ith about 700 sti2tions in the United States alone
(and :?Grh8.:,.Js ~ltil!l.ately that many in Europe)o
~bUS9 -~ro pilots would observe the fact that each is pro-
cee~:"L6 according to new ATe rQles on the SaDe common track? by an
a:"r-".;c-air exchange of datao This air-to-air exchange \'lould also
est~~::.~s~ t~8 assigned altitude? range, and bearing of the aircrafto
Bear:":::g nay be used by sophisticated aircraft to pass a s:::"mler s.ir-
craft on a common track, a concept of something quite dif~ere~0 from
collision avoidance (as previously described)o Pilots will note
p2Xal::'el air tracks (just as in highvrays sometimes with up to 8
paral:"el 18..nes ~ 4 lan.es in eaeL!. d.irection) 0 This conc.:....~·;; of proximity
control then shifts a major ATC load from the ground controller's
res;oL3ibility to the pilot 9 where it is more commensurate with pilot
respc~sibilityo The pilot is ?resent where the actual controls exist
to &ffect these ATC functions of Proximity Controlo The pilot can~
'\:"i-ch0<1:'e d.ozens of air-ground complications? folloirr a track and
sched~:e with high tolerances a~d view traffic ahead and behind him
on his COI!lIn.on tracko This ~!foI'e and aft ll pilot-to-pilot control
assures the overall requirement that the ATC separation criteria
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(say spacing is of 2 to 3 miles) is not violatedQ SSR wi~l overview
the seyaration but not control ito
Several existing s,ystens Dr techniques will permit this &lr-
to-ai~ exchange~ the most likely being the airborne SSR tr~~sponder~
si~ce (1) it already exists~ (2) it sends out alti~ade and identity
codes &utomatically and continuously~ and (3) it c~~ be readily ~e­
ceived by other aircraft with the adQition of a receiver and a simple
proc2330rQ The aircraft using its SSR transponder can now send over
4~OOO codes for ATC purposeso Such codes are now assured? but others
are av&ilaole or assignable without any change in the national standaxd
for this three billion dollar systemo
kJ:C EXIJ:l3.APOL.1TION OF SSR AND LF!VLF SIGNALS FOR ATC PTJRPOSES
It can be argued that at low altitudes? such as the 400-fobt
decision altitude (DA) of a non-precision approach? that ground ATC
(SSR) surveillance cannot be assured across the nationo This is to
say that LF!VLF? not being restricted by line-of-sight radio tr~s~
illission~ can now be used to create a three-dimensional approach track
to any runv~ or strip in the nationo With differential LF/VLF data
acquired simultaneously with barometric data? it is possible to
obta.in by existing communications simple "canned-voice" messages
from a Unicom frequency with ~~ identity acknowledgment to the requestero
A simple technique is suggested in Figure 3 using standardized ele-
ments of our national telephone networko This low density?remote area
geLeral aviation concept could offer adequate service to general
aviation at a cost level to meet their ~eedso
with the new concepts of ATC~ w~ere the airlL~es may stay
above 4 to 5 thousand feet until near the terminal~ general aviation
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T:..s.y \'::'303 e..::..·::;:..·cudes be-c't'leen the lO'.:er o:? 'chesa ilkeep th0::J. ~:..ighl. c:.:l.:ci-
~dcs ~~d the mL~imum altitudes typically of about 1?500 feeto
Ti:.us < l:e b.8.·iT2 som.e sagregation of trai"fic 0 HOiiTeVer? climb corridorB
2US~ ba croBBed occasionally ~d some of these are as long 8.S 35
~iles~ extending from the jet~ort to a height of about 14?000 feeto
A pilot flying VFR ~~st call A~C to cross these corridorso This type
of ope::-ation and nany others effactively requ:..._'...;; some form of SS?.
surv~ill~~ce 11hicn ~s only available above about 1?500 feet on a
n&tio~~l Q&siso Considerably less SSE coverage than this exists at?
say? ~JO feeto Typically? about 50 1~1 range to 200 NM range is possible
l-li'en 1:1311 sited. SSR stations interrog3.ting aircraft above 2?000 feeto
Cove::,&g~ decraases to about 20 1~ at around 700 feet ~d about 20 1TM
at 308 feeto Although the 8.bove values are only approximated, varying
in v8.1~e according to topography and elevation of the SSR interrogator?
from t~e vie\'~oint of general aviation the values are of great
significal'lce 0
If? for example? a general aviation aircraft operating at
3?000 feet is bei~~ tracked (tlhile it flies on an LF/VLF (R-NAV)
airuz-y) by SSR ground surveill8...71ce? and 'chen starts to c.escend in
alti~G.e, going below the coverage of the national SSR netvork in
that locality; the path? track and schedule can still be accurately
0xere..,olated by ATCo Since both SSR and ~~LF are in use prior to
the tiE8 of descent? either can be used--VLF of course being preferableo
\>Then tne pilot is allm-led? say? to cross an airvlay or
corridor or to let do~v.n into a remote &~rstrip beyond SSR cover? the
combined SS~ ~~d LF/VLF tracks ~rior to the loss of ATC centralized
gro~~c. tracking are used by the controller to extrapolate the nerc
sectic~ of the flight? that follows ~ agreed-upon track? altitude
?C;
~Q t~~e ?~ofileo Using this y~oce&u~e the pilot is assured t~~~ ~~8
R-:\-,Y :_a.tz. is registered by ar::.d. uit::.:. 'ehe independent meas-u.rements of
t::':e SS3; the pilo':J is assured t::Iat -Gzoack speed~ 'l;7ind~ heading~ etco~.
h&~e ~0en cOllJuted prior to leaving SS2 cover and entering extrapo-
l~tGC kTC ~~ocedures on LF/V~ coverageo Since the VT~ coverage
=.s::J' ?.::rmit a non.-precision appro$.(;h ir..to a re:w.ote airport uitb.out a
CO::lt~c~ t011er~ the SSR ATC data can be used to assure the pilot that
'c~e e~'.:t~a:901ated 101.'7 altitude track is correctly aligned w::.th runuay-
c3~terline (angle and displace~ent) a.n& -:Jhat the alti~ude desceLt
scl'led.u2.e lJ:"l2. be executed viith I!l.ini.mUIi1 risko This is the lldifferential
CI:l3Q;c:.. r: conce::;>t introduced as an integral part of b.TC') so th?"Ci all
erroz's are independently checked. :;>rior to exposure to obstructions
on desce~~o Non-conflicting aiTspace~ available for &nother flight')
is red.~ced in this mannero
S:"~ce tb.0 3-dimensional R-NAV position is shown to both
pilot ~~d co~troller alllte (video-map displays for the control~er aLd
R-NAV cockpit displays for the pilot)') the two systems C~Q be brought
into registryo Since LF/VLF is a contiguous system of coordiL2tes')
::.t c~ sp2nmany SSR systems connecting any two SSR surveillance
syst~zs together uhere overlapping coverage is not possible-by a
------""'-----------....:::...:=---.-:::::..------=-------='-----:J
sim::;>le pilot dead-reckoning vlhen betueen the tuo coverage diagrams 0
ahlays
It is not/possible') economically or technically, to achieve SSR sur-
veill&~ce') say') to altitudes belov about 500 feet surrounding remote
airports 0 Thus') traffic at about this altitude or lower will go into
and out of SSR coverage as seen in Figure 4 0 If the aircraft vIere
at hi~b.er &ltitudes~ t~e SSR cover is greatly improved') but the
gene~&l aviation aircraft then may be forced to "mix ll vIith the b.:~.:)er
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s::?e~c.. jets c..:.::d be possibly aff",..;-ced oy "\.;.s2.-ce turbulence, delays? co1-
lis:':::,:.:l threats? etco VORTAC coverage :'s not continuous nc~ is SSR
cove~~ge continuous, so t~at the two 6.0 not c~~ple~ent eac~ other very
1:e11 ~or this concept of ATC eKcrapolationo In fact, the low altiv~de
cove~&;e of SSR fu~d VORTAC are not even coincident? since t~e t~o
~olar coordinate systems (both l~ne-of-sight limited) are not sitec
at co~on locations (except in a few rare instances)o Howeve~? ~itb
corrGi~~ous coverage at all alti-~des of VLF/LF systems? such as Omega?
this coor~inating or integratL~g together the coverages of adjacent
SSR sites is readily possible and should be a great asset to ATCo
A controller, knowing the aircraft is going L~to a location
beyo:::.d. SSR r.::nge 9 can extrapolate &D.d IIh811.d over il the traffic to
a.:J.o·CJlz::: raQ.s..I' and.. controller uhile the pilot continues on -::;1:.e same
grid -..:.::2:::':nterrupted since -ehe same grid overlays "both SSR sites &.:'ld
all otLer SSR siteso The controller cw~ also, in emergency co~ditions?
give t~e pilct his LF/VLF coordinates by correlating the SSR data
1'Ji-cl1 -.-;'/VJ..ll coordinate da-iJa? something easily 6.one I'dth the hur:a.reds
of digital processors in oper&tion that convert R-0 SSR data to rec'ci-
lineRr d.ata 9 since the overlay will permit thiso That is to say? the
differential corrections of LF/VLF can'be prOVided by the controller
CL'Yld h:'s SSR :..)rocessor since the t':10 systems v accuracy is about equal
on aver&ge on a 100 X 100 mile basiso Thus? pilot use of LF/VLF
syste2s fo::: Broadcast Control is differe~tially corrected routinely
(once ~1 hour) by the total sYSt8~? minimizing the need for localized
co~rectionso For example, the pilot might switch to one of the 4 9 000
identi-~ codes reserved for transponders and obtain his differential
Omega G..s.ta automatically addressed to him in a lI canned voice ll co:m:rr.u....~i­
catior_., ~::":.nilar to Figure 30
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This concept~ suggested as a possibility by the
Sone proposals for L~troduci~g the LF/VLF system concepts
of l<S:C are o8.sed on t::e II control:'ed" airspace being estc:..blished by
VO~?~C coordinates and the VFRis ain1ays for general avia~ioT. being
LF/\~ systemso The latter create air~ays parallel to but separated
fTO~ t~e co~trol18d aiTIvays (Refere~ce 9)u This concept effectively
m:.se;8sts that simple !lsee and be seen';VFR naVigation is becoming a
~hing of the pasto
(reference 9)
FAAI offers a first evolutionc:..ry step tha~ may be acceptable to many
privc:..te 8.nd government autl"lo::cities 9 so t11c:.-.::; a real test of VLF/LF
can ~e realizedo In this ma~~er9 general aviation would not be re-
quire~ ~o follow the dense airline airvTayso The user of the s~aller
&ir~raft could be assured of ATC protecte~ non-conflictin& fli3ht
:..'):,:,:'.:;21s ui tn. respect to the airlines 9 and. the airlines can ce assured
respect to0: ATe ?rotected9 non-conflicting flights wit~/small? single-pilot 9
sin31e-engine aircrafto Most importantly? this concept provi~es
sig~c:..l coverc:..ge and ~TC service o~n.erwise not available to gen0::cal
aviatioll 9 GT.cour8.ges "dispersion" of tra.:fic rather than "convergGnceil
Figure 4a illustrates thiso
of trc..~fic? and typifies the principles of IlBroadcast Control 0 11 / This
VFR air.-:s.y ::,Jlan could be a three-diI.1ensional conce];)t 'Vlhere the t\'lO
LOP's~ horizontal dimensions are created as well as vertical dimen-
sions~ The simplicity of pilot VLF usage over VOR usage and the
co~ti6~ous lou altitude cover of V-~9 previously described? suggests
that l;ith perhaps a 10 percent increase in instructioTl..al t:_·... 8S 9 a
p:r'ivate pilot could be ca:pable of at least avoiding specified arGas?
and perhaps could eve~ fly a lIVFR-airvlay" at the time he receives
his pilot's licenseo
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IN AR~A ABOUT 50 X50 MILES"VLF COORDINATES
I
/ /~
I
/
/
/
-1-/£
VL' LOP
S,~ALL AI RPORTS
/
SMALL AIRPORTS IN 50 X 50 MILE AREA
AUTOMATIC UNICOM PROV:=~S BAROMETRIC AND VLF REFERENCE
DATA TO EACH AIRPORT IN LOCAL_AREA SO THAT ONE VLF
GROUND R~CEIVER SERVES AS MANY AS 10 AIRPORTS IN AREA
AREA USE· OFDIFFE~ENTIAL OMEGP. REFERENCE DATA
GREATLY REDUCES COST OF VLF USEAGE
-TG 4 A;-1 _
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~s noted previously? tha ave~age (area-wide) accuracy of
e.::. ;ICr.:.ega<Like" v.LF system is s:::.perior to VORTAC 3lld 't'lith differel1.~cial
ccrrcctic~s cfu~ be provided the pilot approaches that are on r~nl1~
CCL"~O~::"iz:.e ~ a\-..: :'ding approaches ';;rith Uy to 30 degrees of d.ivergence
an& ~void:'L6 positional errors froill remote ofi-&i~?ort VORTAC 1 so Or
conve~sely? one can argue VLF ~lill ~Joid the addition of about one to
'C"\":"o ·~::.:c;~s ~nc1. I:l.ore VOR and VORT-'_0 1 s -to give a 400=1 101 service to 8.11
of ~~0 thousffi1.G.s of general aviation airports that now need such ser-
vice E2.d cllcu for e:h.rpansion of ne1:J airports baseG. on the approval
of a VLF non-precision ap~roacho
In =~y cases these s~~ll air?orts are already located in or
~aar reffi~~~~i~l concunities 11here noise from even lig~t? single-
engine aircraft £ust be consi~ared an annoyance because of the gene-
rally 1011 ~bient noise levelo F~thermore? if STOL or VSTOL :"3 to
~e t~cc:.1. to lIuhere the pu"'ulic is·1 at IilCU1Y locations a-r,-Ja:y from tbe
:J.ajo~· -...:::"rpcrts (- many eA?er~.js feel 'bot~ asnects are essentia:' to STOL
VE)'"::OL; s
or/ tacm~ical success and public acceptance); then a means for con-
~ust ~e consideredo A generalized solution applicable to any ~1.d al~
c3.ses ='-..lS-C be sought and not 8. "customized" noise abatement procedure
for eac~ r~~Jay and each communitJ( that involves special electronic
aids? such as localized ILS~ VOR? VOR~~C? etcO? as these aids are far
too costly for each airport to cover? for example? the four approaches
to a cross-wind STOLporto
Ty"'pical steep angle approaches are in the range of a"bout
4 degre~s to about 14 degrees for STOL~ ~~neral aviation~ and heli-
follovring
copter airc~afto ThejGable gives various ratios of height vs
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~is~~:~e ~~ ratios such as 1:5, ~:lO~ 1:15~ e~c ... ~ and the corres-
pondi~; glide path angle to the Leares~ tenth degree ...
GLIDE SLOPS DEGR'<E.S GLIDE SI;OPE DEGREES GL::DE S!-:()PE DEGReES
J. 22 2 ... 6 1 16 306 1 10 507
i 20 209 1 15 30S 1 9 603
1 19 300 1 J..--;- L;·o 1 1 8 701
1 ::"S 302 , 13 4..,~L 1 7 Sol.l.
17 304 i 12 L:· oS 1 6 904.... ...l..
1 11 5 ... 2 1 5 11 01
1 : 4 1400
The &~ove ·:':;o3.-;:,le has the cOLveniellce that one can easily relate the
t.eigi:"c of ·c:':e aircraft along the descent path using simple fractions ...
for ~~~pl~~ C~ a 1:7 path or aoout Sol-degree path~ the aircraft is
2. ~\'T'J: h:"':;h \/::J.en 7 :Nl'1 from the tb.resholdo "lrfnen the aircraft r...as then
c~~ceL~ed to a height of 9 say~ 1 9 000 feet? then the aircraft is 7~OOO
f6et f~02 -G~e threshold 9 and finally~ when at~ s~? a 400/: DA (deci-
s:"on ~::"~itude) condition9 the aircraft is 7 X 400 or 2~SOO feet from
t~,y.Gs:hcldu :=--.·..::'thermore 9 vlhen e::::8I2ining tt.e piloting" aspects of
steG:;? &.:Q.z::"a approaches, past experience ShovlS that much II selling ll
or cc~v:"ncing of pilots on the real merits and ris~s is essentialo
O:1.e 22..·c-jer of concern to :;>ilots is the cOJ1plexity of mentally ccnp-0..t-
ing ~61es9 distances~ heights~ etco A simple inst~wment as the one
il~ust~&ted in Figure 5 would suffice as the table would be an
adjust=ent the pilot makes when he sel~cts t~e steepness of the angle ...
He does this based on his o~r.n abili~~ skills and the prevailing noise
&bat8~ent requirements... This simplified 9 low-cost display illustrates
-::;l'le d.i:r..:ct llrmv ii type da·ca thaJc can -0e uti~ized by the pilot of a
sIaN a~~craft9 typical of general aviaticno The pilot compares t~e
b~C~8t~ic ~ltimeter reading at 4 or 5 po~~ts while on the appro&ch
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TBIS VERTICAL NEEDLE MOVES RIG~T AND LEFT
:C~~VA~.• ~S BY_ THE AIRC~FT PO~~RELA7IVE
~O ~OP S SUCH AS B,C,D,~ ETC. ~n ~
:7 l'.ETAI;-..JS A MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR RE:;:"-lTIONSHIP
WITH THE HORIZOXTAL NEEDLE
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'-.:'~·=IS HORIZON'rAL NEEDLE MOVES
/ERTICALLY SHOWING CHANGE =~\1
~ISTANCE TO 'rHE THRESHOLD OF
THIS SCALE BETWEEN THE ALT. A~D
COURSE ANS ~~~GE DISPLAY
IS USED TO "CUE" THE PILOT FIG IT IS POSITIONED BY
OF HIS AL'rITUDE FOR THE THE AIRCRAFT'S RELATIONSHIP WIT I
CHOS3~ GLIDE PATH(1/12~4.8°) LOP'S 1 thru 6. A DME TYPE I~DICA'rION
TYPIC~~LY THE PILOT IS AT
.F.BOUT 2500 FT.
HE IS SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT
O? THE EXTENDED CENTERLINE
HE IS ABOUT 5 MILES FROM THRESHOLD
BY TUP~ING THE KNOB OF THE SCALE
OTHER A~GLES ARE REPRESENTED(~.8 IS SHOWN)
LOW COST PILOT INSTRUMENTATIC~ FOR NON PRECISIO~
APPROACHES USING VLF i\'A~'--:C .:='ION COORDINATES.
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c:.cco:::c.iU3 to -tile locatio::.'l of ·cbe VW ;1distc:.nce to goll naed.le", s::t.es8
~2 &~ittedly ol~ ~nstrumentat~o~ techrdques0 one radio altimeter
i~Qic~~o::: ~&s a scale that ch~::.ges :OT diffeTent ranges that could
02 e~sily ~oQ~fieQ for such a displayo Sin~lar:y~ several DME indi-
cc:.to:::s use ~eter nove~ents that do tile same tbingo
T.hu.s'l a s:m&11 airport in its agreement V'Tith authorities -co keep
l:oise QO'.:":::::' 81lQ to prevent flY:::'~6 101lJ over adjacent ~10"\lSeS 1rJould operate
?e~h&?s at some angle typical~ say~ of a light aircraft of about 7 to
3 degreesu The important ?oint is that this would be consistently
pilot ~;bo has only limited. lFE e},.rperience so that each time he flel:J
on tb:",s "i:J3rpe of a steep angle d.isplay ~ he cou::'d judge his o'.m is..aility u
\r~en L8 is IFR flying non-visually to a decision alti"eude (DA) of")
say" 400 feet~ his first sight of the ground will not, be a shoc~
c:.:::.d. £.3 can be aI'J'are of the ne'.:! visual cues to be expected",
~'inJI.:TT?=.tE V.s" BINGLE SEGMENT :NOISE P-l'S.ATE'1E:::("T APPROACH
~Le si2?le~ single segnent approach for general aviatioL ATe not
0:.J.ly '",':"11 pTev~:''lt pilot errors in long:i..tudinally estimating a -crack
be USG":" in community noise control programs to assure the cCillLJ.unity
that certain angles were aeing adhered too This method of communicat-
ing tliv~ t~e opponents of aviaticn sbould prove helpfulo Each of
four ~~?roacheS' to a cross-wind run\J~ airport could have a separate
angle" dicuated by the location of houses? obstructions? etco; the
point oeiLg that the lower angles ~e used on 1 or 2 approaches? and
higher angles are used on the othe~s~ thus giving flexibilityo
1:..'1 t2:.e cases of STOL aircrai\j? l:e "Jill expec·~ larger aircraft
init~~~13"~ probably bev~een tL8 Gize of tne ~c~onal& Douglas 108
(Fr2~c2IBre~~it STOL) and t~·DeE~vil~Ld Twi~-Ottero The noise levels
he:re &:O.d :;xc'ciculs.rly in· any jet-type (non-9rop) STOL u:"ll require
se~e~ted ~y?roaches to (1) red~ce noise consi&erably on the o~e
h~d~ ~~d (2) yet give the ?ilot of this l~ger aircralt a sh&i:ower
7-dex:ree v&t~ into a 3=degree pathQ t~e transition tcl~ingry ~lace above~ - or 700 . - . -
an &ltitude of 500/feet to assure the lower siT~( r&tG is reached
ue~i 00;C~~ any 200 or 300 foot ~ltitude limit is reachedo In this
c~se ~~e T~ coordinates must be displeyed uith a medified scale for
the SCC~ :.?:::':::"ot 0 Here \'le dea::" ui t3:l a nore sophisticated pilot 'tl"ith
I~R t~&iniug and experienceo More inst~ent cues uil~ be nee~ed and
accep~&~le &S Nell as more sop~~stic&ted flight instruwents') perhaps
even i~cluding a curved azimuthal approach prior to the s~b~enved
desce::-_cco :.7igure 6 illustrates a "segnented" noise abateIG.er-'c~ 'r,",T-i' approacho
I: SC:JL aircraft are to serve r:.~·/"lY small airports all0. drm'! -ene
traffic fren the najor jetports~ thus alleviating the many bottlenec~3
t~0~~~ it :"3 essential that t~is type of approach be possible to
:.?er~aps 400-1 1~1 or 300~4 1~ whe:rever STOL is needed without a sepa-
rate I~S i~3tallation at eac~ siteo nost STOL service to be 0= public
va:"ue L::u.s-C ".Je o."'.:>le to operate in cro.::.s 'V1inds so that four app:roaches
East b2 considered for regul~ity and safety of public serviceo Again~
s. uide-..:.rec::.. nav~gation system') s.:.ch as LF/VJ.JJ'.~ can provide tbis capa-
city to tbe STOL service at low costo All (4) approaches can be pro-
vided uitb segmented noise aoatement guidance for perhaps 10 ~ercent
of t~e ~atio~al cest of ~~y other;400-1"s01~ti0~to se32ent0d ap~roacheso
Uhen') say c; 100-)4 visibility operation is jus-c:'.:.:::'ed (at-Jer traffic and
publi8 de~~1d builds up for STOL)c; a separate costly ILS for o~e or
35 T' ,.
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==FFERE~TIAL REFERENCE PO~~T J~ST INS~~~ RUNWAY TH~ES~OLD
ATHRU GARE ON CENTERLINE LOP OF VLF SYSTEM (COMPUTED)
. SPACE pes IT ION OF SEGffjENT ADE;ERMI NED BY COORD INATES OF
k~~~T0JE AND LOP( A-AI ; B-A2 ; C- A3 ; ETC,)
S?ACE POST ION OF SEe~~\-I- B DETEI~r1H~ED BY COORD INATES OF
A_T=TUDE AND LOP (D-A4 ; E-AS ; f-A6- AND G-A7-TOUCHDOWN )
SEGiYjEiHC::' STEEP Ar\~GLE APPROACH FC~ r~o ISE ABAT::::\::~,~T
USING VLF COOR~:~ATES
Fl G 6
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t~o ~))rC~C2es is then just~fi&~leo ~iiferential LF-VLF? with a steady
st~~2 ~~~:~y alignment and cor-s~t spee~ approach, should give about
1-20C8 fe~t disuersion at the 400-foot decision altitude (DA), some-
t~i~g equal to or better th~~ a VOR ap~roach or even an _~ea Nav
(VOR-Dl1E conputer) approach w~ere the average distance to the nearest
VCR is considered (up to about 6 or 7 miles)o
=~ order to finally specify & se~nented approach in a quaQtitative
DSj;ner ~si~g LF/VLF guidance coordinates (like Omega), it is best to
consic..8r t'uo glide paths, each "lith a Glide Fa-eh Intercept Point (G·:PIP)0
This concept is i::'lustrated in Figures 7 and 80 Depending UpOTJ. the
flig~t characteristics of the specific aircraft, steepness of angle,
height over community, etcO? glide path angle Noo I is selecte~~ as
is its GP:?o This is the initial steep angle that, through the com-
birl::.~c::'on of ,added height aIld lo~~.er pO~Jer settings 9 can provide i·rom
12 'co ::"8 db noise reduction, accordiD-,g to some experts 0 From several
=::"ig~c resear0n programs at NASA~ it has been ~earned where the
St8G) )&th (say 6 degrees) should intersect the shallow path (Noo 2)
i:c. he:';bt c:.nd distance from tlle touchdov.rno This data ?-pplies only to
aircraft tested
the sp.ecific/and its applicc:.bility to a 1:!idely divergent spectrum
of aircraft is ~~ovJ.no
C~is is likely to vary considerably for different types of air
vehicles $ houever, since Ne are independent of actual electronic units
sited on the ground at specific points, such as GPIP Noo 1 and G?IP
F'igure 8
Noo 2$/ue are free to configure ....::LYthing desired in the way of the
geom2t~~cs of segment3d approachesQ
We c~~ program into c~ch tyye of aircraft its best GPIP-~~gle
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~I EVATED TRANSITiON
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~N VLF COORDINATeS
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USE OF GPIP AND ELEVATED TRANSITION POINT'
IN "CONSTRUCTION" OF AVLF SEGMENTED APPROACH PROCEDURE
FIG 7
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&?proac~es woul& be availaQle to the
"::"i.C''::; ".:Jy ?::sl':-o........tton selectiOl':.., 3...Tly ona p:cograrn suitable to r.i 3
etCg, 3ig~t dictate~ say~ an 8-degree ~~61e for vertical path No" I
and a 4-desree ~~6Ie for vertic~l patb Noo 2~ this as a choice for
loc&v~~il 2ay allow? say? a 5-degree path trans~tioning into a 3~degree
pat2J. l:" -;xt specific appro&ch "CO a specific I'lli'J.'lJay 0 IJ:he optimum.
4 or 5 0: such co~binations would be pre-programmed and ;~0ediately
avail~~le to t~e STOL pilotg
the 2rogramming~ the 3teep angle must be referencc~ to
(Noo 1) and. 'che shal101'Y angle referenced to (originating from) G?I?
No 0 2 (Figure 8)" In esse:n,ce 'c',,'o glide paths are considered seps.-
rately in the selection of angle and G?IP origins; all cocrdinates
are ~~ terms of the two LOpi s of the differential L£/VLF coordinates
anc. 0.:::,·ci tL:d.e 0 Hm-rever ~ the t't,vo vertical paths have an "L'1."Gercept-
pOi.llt';' in s.:..)ace tl'1at is 2.1so defined three-dimensioncJ..ly in L.;.:7/VL}r
(Fig-Jre 7)
coordinate..:.,,/ Since the surface VLF signals are the SaLe as signals
vertic~ly above them~ the VLF coordinates can be each established
'V.rith a given altitude reference in ·~::J.e segmented approach concept"
r~zure 8 defines some proposed terminology for the segmented
&::.?pro2.c:::J.u ....'J...lthough there may appear to be an infinite va:c-iety of
combin2vions of the ~10 angles~ three longitudinal points? altitudes?
etco~ a specific aircraft will probably fi2d a range of combinations
suit&~la for most of its many landing environment factors (noise?
Em'lever ~ taken as a '"Jho:'e l:ations.l :?::7;:.:rram for Loise abateI.1s:-:':; ~
~il ;23S~~:a combinatioLs ~~st 00 considered to acco~od&t~ t~e
?ilo--.:;il:g &:lQ cOLilllunity objectives in 0c-ch a::??~ica:Gion of t:'l8 seg-
~2~te~ ~ppToacho T~~s~ one type of &i~craft night be limited to
t~0e choices 01 segmented ap?rOaCLes; LO\jeVer~ ~~other &ircraft~
~~e to its differing flight characteristics~ might have three dif~
fere~t c~o~ces? yet each set of th~ee approaches (six tot&l) c020ine
to 1:3.e3-(; the p:"lot-regulatory obj;:;ctiveso This flexibility of VI2 is
shoun i:..'l Figu.:ce 90
":~6ai::.:l it is emphasized -chat if t~e cO:rn:D1lli'lity? FAA') &:'10. DOD
for a :;:"'.j.:rr:;s:y? probably a micro·~·J8.ve SYS'CGIIl derived frc::n 'ella national
MIS prv6r~~ then much Imler ceilings could be a~thorized thaL
11400-1,1 or lJ300-74o I: HOI"rever, due to the cost and technical l~i-cc..-
tio:ns c1 current iJHF-ILS ~ this syst6IJ. !!lay not be vJidely ..,.. "':-app.J..J.ci3.')l.e
to noise a~~tement in the inter:"m~ nor would VHF-ILS be a~?lie~
excG::?t ~o the most significant locationso
~~e VLF/LF segmented a~?roach is a technical possibility tDat
shc~ld be quickly examined and tested as the availability of V10'/LF
sig~als at all STOLports ffi'ld all general aviation airports is ::"~ely
to OCCEr Hell before the more sophis'cicated microvlave landing sys-'cem
is e:c,;c:::''lsively implementedo O:m.ega is fully operational in 1975?
o:ZeriL3 ~nis universal serviceo YlliS is operational about 1980~
\!~th ~cs~ect to ~idespread STOL installations even though limited
:":J..sts.l::ations may recur as ea~ly as :97'70 In the future the tirJO
(VT,T:'-2::icrcuave) can be complementary; one providing say "CAT II ','
:2.llC::..::::; capacity to STOL service ~ &no. the 0-~~:'8r (VLF) a 11400-1 11 or
1t3CO....)~;; c8.p2city to STOLo i\. given STOL route structure that may
ez)has:::"ze ~::.i::;h density and 10;;1 density areas (a typical operational
go~l o~ S~vL) can readily use t~~ co~bination of the ttloo
V~F COORLINATES PERMIT APPROACHES· TO ALL RUNWAYS TO
TO BE ADAPTED TO THE CRITERIA FOR EACH APPROACH
:OR EXAMPLE , APPROACH SEGMENTS ATHRU E MAY DIFFER IN
~NGLE, GPIP,HEIGHT A30V~ OBS~RUCT=QNS, AND TO FIT
COMMUNITY NQ1SE-ABATEMENT PROCEDURES,
V~F COORDINATES PEK~~T :~EXIBLE SEGMENTED APPROACHES TO
ALL RUlJWAYS C: AN A~ ~PORT ..
FIG 9
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